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ABSTRACT
This paper explores strategies by which addlts Can
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(3) play materials, (4) boundaries, and- (5) toles. The first strategy
involves providing time and space in daily schedules and environments
for children to play. The second strategy requires teachers and
parents to sensitively offer oral prompts and direct involvement cues
as children play. TheAhird strategy calls for the provision of a
variety of play materials. In the fourth strategy parents and
teachers use demonstration and practice to show children how to enter
and leave play situations. The fifth strategy requires &Milts to
alie/ children to decide upon their own play themes and define and
assign their own roles: however, it permits adults, at times, to
suggest play themes for specific instructional purposes and rotate
children in roles to assure _that all have the opportunity to
participate. It is suggested that the combination of the five
intervention strategies with Parten's model of the development of
play behavior (from onlooker to solitary, parallel, associative and
cooperative stages) provides a complete intervention model for use
with young children at play. Examples that illustrate the employtent
of intervention strategies at each of Parten's stages are provided.
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Intrening__in Child's Play

Overview

The use of intarvea and guidance by adults who guide o children

at play is not new ..Ist eai-a7 childhood (Singer, 1973; Axline, +7). The new

twists characterist= o: .:L2m-rent approaches tc play Interventioc emphasize

the importance of play to children"; i:zzellectual 3,5b. well as

social/emotional) zraam-,. These new twists a6at...zonrempote4._ -7,q rest on

a number of researn.-.1w -zee asmmarrrions coricaethE: .=7,,,,-.rt=ce of

intervention and zzagil,ir=me -clay -.= young chiI=en

First, play- s prettirpaC_ imagilmaraVe c=

.lefined as the =2.4.14-..n ani1J.z, charted? ...:hemseives irtmer

yiduals, emeaxs ,xbser?me throurm taei: verbal and/or

actions (Cart> .LammaL., :97- . In swags, mm-L-milsoltime play is

v_:.wed a necessary _al.ent of i=tellinza__ growta (Piaget. 1962). Play-

in, "Warmer Woman' 'Milady "cat," "_ ee" or -Mooth Fairy" requires the

yo Ter to view =weer "as if" he is anoOlet.- The mental capacity to

image in "as if" fc -ri plop with intellectual -7maresses..

Second, play, and eseclagCly make-believe play for chnfiYen from low income

populations, is often -asses-ieveloped (Smilax r, 1968). Differences between

children in their use imaginative plam caniPe explained by variations in

the quality and quanti:--- of play things ±mmata in the youngsters' environment.

Third, imaginative -Tlay actions and actJutties can be constructively

shaped, reinforced and =mined in varying amlpmes:

a. through maniptiari-4n of the qualitc-amd quantity of play materials

in the child's environamst;

b. by increasing i !ii,pportunitieb t-snaungsttxs to use and show

play; and,
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c. throuilh teachers s sons aimed at encouraging play-

iul interactians between yowls-palters and thejr:- play environments (Yawkey

_F;o1c, 1981).

Results AM several studies show that guiding chiAren in playing

:airy tales arch as "Three Little Pigs" and -Miran Bill Goats Gruff" and

in playing pia r experience. for pgmaple, Shoppling in East Mall"

and "Visitina. encemr.tage signi:LItanzly their nmagination, play-

fulness, and in_addition, through guidance

in imaginative p.Lw, u-44- lagguage ardwth forlesechildmed improves

substantially (Pellegriva , .390).

Linking play -Lot tOiAZIAbootual srawth takao em new dteiginn.tams in

contempory appriam- intervene in cLL's play = scnool and

home. The push for 7,141gleft to )7iey. in early tiedadhood amdle_dynamic

utility of play interveio,k provide the basic semis to other

significant dimensicms =d young zhild-en's and. social/

emotional growth for teenagers ant pa= ants.

Play Iiterymmcion: or Approacbms and St-rAtegies

Play intervention awike &mad cortt=aystions o the young

imaginative, intellectual, wrzialieunxional and language growth. Given the

importance of play intervention .:.Am egewelopment, children of all ages can

benefit from its use. In world with and intervening in children's play,

teachers and parents approach ctiairen with aims of observing and interpret-

ing it and them employing selemmodae strategies to encourage and facilitate

playing actions and_activitlea. 1P!jr observing and interpreting children's

play as baseline criteria for moterliening in play routines, teachers and

parents can follow and use the .?F:1-4.niant suggestions proposed by Curry and



Arnaud and Pellegrini on interpreting play in their respective articles in

this issue. For example, the helpful model for the dimensions of social

play as proposed by Parten (1932) suggests that play unfolds along a continuum

from onlooker or unoccupied to solitary, parallel, associative, and cooperative

play.

Briefly, play at the onlooker level is characterized by children's

watching the actions and activities of others, objects, and situations.

Solitary play is characterized by children's verbal and/or motor play with

themselves; the attributes of parallel play are individual and personal motor

and/or verbal involvement of children with no genuine social iateraction.

The youngsters may be sitting side-by-side or in group settings. Associative

play is characterized by children interacting with each other at low and

superficial levels of interaction, Last, play at the cooperative level is

characterized by meaningful communication between children who plan, define

and assign their play roles and proceed to carry them out in social group

settings.

Unioning Parten's approach, which gives a baseline for observing and

interpreting play routines young children, with selected strategies used

by adults to encourage the lev..s of play, a usable intezvention model is

possible. The strategies 1...1 can be employed by teachers and parents to

intervene in, and thereby encourage, solitary, parallel, associative, and

cooperative child's play nre: (a) time and space; (b) adult guidance; (c)

play materials; (d) boundaries; and, '(e) roles played.

The first strategy, time and space, asks teachers and parents to provide

time in the daily schedule and enough space in the environment for children

to play. The second strategy, called adult guidance, requires teachers and

parents to sensitively offer oral language prompts as they play (e.g., "I

wonder if baby wants some milk to drink!") and direct involvement cues (e.
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"That was really delicious!" says Mrs.Mack as she pretends to eat the

ubiquitious birthday cake). Play materials, the third strategy, facuses-zt.

providing a variety af play materials for youngsters to use in ther play

For example, making materials available from each of the categories of caa

structional (e.g., blocks, tinkertoys, lincoln logs), instruction_ (e.g..

nesting cubes, puzzles), real materials (e.g., sand, water, navy beans, wo

and toys (e.g., trucks, dolls) gives variety and provides the children

opportunities to choose those that they want to use in their play routines

The fourth strategy that teachers and parents use to intervene in

children's play is boundaries. In using this strategy of boundaries, adu.:..

show youngsters, through demonstration and practice, how to enter and leav*

play situations. Play is Facilitated as youngsters enter group play rou44neD.,

perhaps, by observing and easing into them, rather than by breaking into

ihe routines and demanding, "I want to play:" The final strategy, roles

askes teachers and parents to let the youngsters decide upon their on

themes and define and assign their own roles. Adults can also, at times,

suggest some play themes for specific instructional purposes. In addition:

this strategy focuses on children rotating roles in the play episode,

playing it again a-2d making sure that all of them have the opportunity

participate.

Using Parten's approach to observe and interpret play behaviors and

five teacher and parent strategies for facilitating play provides a complar-

intervention model for use with young children playing in a variety of ways.

The following section gives examples of using this intervention approach and

strategies in school and home settings.

Play Intervention: Some Exampl

The following examples, which illustrate intervention strategies, require

6
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teachers _Ant. parents aoserve and interpsete the level at which the young-

sters are Rliaviag. .T.-EEectively using the _strategies with them at that level

is :le nz.:111=1, ,nz outcome of observing and interptezing.

Onlonmer Fizz_ ilietz.htIKothers play can became a stimu;:ating dere.1:1mental

and 'iamining Itperaess.,_ First, the youngsoet decides tor 'Zwel%-' .orz.ch

play ataxity he wants to observe. Than, usia4- he time

and svviale stttaegy ::0111Ingster may decide to spend five a:L <.,at7ainutes

or lancet wa ug :rm 3r more activities in varying settinws. :o accommodate

the omidooker 4-..z...-the player, particular areas of the 4-..:,assroo= are

ott: to T1 of of the youngsters. Although the rmpairements

of spate depc-r- In :yp.reand kind of onlooker play, designing.aarticular play

areas of thr :ziossxnam as play areas reinforces the importan.e of the child's

play. Here, it is Imeliertant to remember that the time and.space used

appron Latel .n onlooKer play stimulates the child to play creatively on

his -asp

ond. 1_2 using the strategy of adult guidance, the alert teacher or

paremr eeps one eye upon the onlooker and the other on theaplayers. On-

lookr-,--- reactions to: (a) conversation; (b) objects; (c, actions; and,

(d)remme=e iz the play episode provide valuable clues abott the youngster's

areas interest and familiarity. The adult's questions, comments and

enthusia-ic responses encourage the onlooker and player to .9=cetain interest

in the plaar. For instance, the child smiles broadly and char:Jr:es while

watchin .tio, peers as they "roll" make-believe apples and bamenas from play

dough and pzetend to nibble on them. In guiding the onlooker, you can

focus his attention on particular aspects of the pretend byEsising, for

example, "Bobby and Jena are pretending to eat the tasty fruit. Doesn't

it taste_deLiciousr Or, the onlooker may cover his eyes while the cookie

monster auppet attacks the Ernie puppet. You could comment, wonder how
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Ernie feels!" --.Lidance.e=courages the onlooker to think about paIt=lar

aspects of the play he is nmserving and maximizes the potential for_:.zim to

join the plate routines. T7ms-third interverzion strategy is the use of play

materials. onlooker the youngster watches a set of bloceing

used a irgnr,"ty of ways, for axample. A block becomes a truck, ziwarging

down 'Lreemay. Later, me =looker notes that the block is a f=g, sit-

ting-7, a _LL1ypad. Seeing, *iv new uses for familiar toys, and =aversely

that many toys czar represent familiar themes, the youngsters

secs ect substituted ;or another. Careful, perceptive listening and

the youngster, =e in the onlooker and in other daily-

occrtini; -:vies and situatic informs the caretaker as to the youngster's

rear.-.:aess or watching and ing different play materials.

uodaries, the enterer and leaving of play situations, is the fourth

sta:=Legy. Its use varies-widely with the age of the onlooker. Some will

en.t and leave the play so.,cring; others will remain for longer periods of

time and perhaps even join the players. Boundaries for the onlooker should

remain flexible so that the child may come and go as he pleases.

The final strategy for use with the onlooker concerns the roles played

by the participants. In the interest of the onlooker, as well as the players,

variety in both language and visual experiences is heightened when the young

players rotate roles and inject fresh themes. Although the participant's

ideas remain foremost, the adult nonetheless suggests a variation upon a

theme or character portrayal at times. For instance, youngsters flying to

the moon can, in addition, fly to mars or around the world.

Solitary Play. The time and space strategy for the solitary player is an

important school and home consideration. The child's rate of intellectual

growth is enhanced through provision of a regular, daily scheduled time
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for play. The solitary player becomes engrossed with his individual explora-

tion and personal arrangement of the toys. Solitary plamers require time

to understand their play routines as they enact them. The size of the space

for solitary players is determined by the child's play 1±9emes and areas of

interest. When the room is partitioned into separate plan areas, (for example,

large muscle, housekeeping or instructional toys), the d is encouraged

and reinforced for playing accordingly in each area.

Using the guidance strategy as the solitary player_ for example, pro-

gresses from the toy dishes to the pirate ship and costume corner to the

painting area, the adult's role is mainly one of attenzive observation.

Reflecting the child's play themes and transitions, as well as the emotions

and statements portrayed, you encourage and motivate tne child at play.

While the youngster climLs on the top step, holding a twisted coat hanger

and shouting, "I'll find the buried treasure!" you use the guidance strategy

by saying, for example, "i wonder where Captain Hook can hunt for the treasure!"

Careful and accurate reflections of the child's play themes and vE-1.1 cations

are necessar; occasional summary or intent statements are in order for the

guidance strategy

instance, "You're

excited about the

beyond the simple

to be effectively used in solitary play. You can say for

really interested in pirates and ships today. You're

story of Peter pan we heard (or saw on TV):" Stepping

reflective mode, you can also use modeling and within-role

suggestions as guidance strategies for the solitary player. For example,

you can hold up a Miss Piggy puppet as the child manipulates Kermit the frog.

You squeek, "Kermit, let's go to the dance tonight!" as you model the conser-

vation between the two puppets. Within-roie suggestions might include, for

example, "Andy, can you show Miss Piggy how Kermit can dance?" or "Let's

dress the animals for the fancy party!"

Third, the use of the strategy of play materials in solitary play is

based on the child's interest and past experiences. Introduction of familiar
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play materials :----ouunended for younger or new solitary players. Repre-

sentational taiFfazii as toy cars, dolls, and buildings are best at first;

non-representar=onal toys such as wood pieces, and fabric scraps are used

by the more macure solitary player. Boundaries, the fourth strategy for

the solitary player, are individual and very personal. Cries of, "You can't

play with me!' are common with the solitary playing child. The child's

attention becumes focused on himself and the play theme to the exclusion

of all others_ The adult's job is to make these boundaries more permeable,

flexible and less static by providing avenues for other children to enter

into the worl.t of the solitary player. For example, by commenting to the

solitary player that, "Candy has a truck that could help you dig up the

sand with your steam shovel!",yonr
complimentary statements regard the

boundaries of solitary play but yet soften them enough to permit another

to play.

in using the fifth strategy, roles played, solitary-playing youngsters

are free to choose their own character roles. The adult may suggest minor

theme variations following those of the onlooker. Occasional use of model-

ing and within-play roles again helps to sustain and expand the youngster's

interest. Role identity, consequent language growth, and a greater under-

standing of characterization and uses of objects result from the solitary

players personalized choice of roles.

Parallel Play. With the strategy of time and space, young children benefit

from playing near each other. Because play themes and objects change rapidly,

and often without warning for parallel players, you should expect that time

periods will be used creatively, actively and in a variety of ways. Providing
open space which allows the youngsters, for instance, to march in a one-man
band, as well as a small private space for block building are equally important
for parallel play. As they parallel play, they will be within hearing and
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seeing range of one another. These time and space strategies provide for the

assimilation of new themes and ideas: The second strategy, guidance, is

necessary for parallel play. In using the strategy in parallel play, the

adult's commenting occasionally about the play cf each child encourages and

reinforces play patterns. For example, three year old Heidi grabs the stuffed

giraffe and scolds, "You've been naughty, Jeremy: Now, you must go to bed

without any chocolate cake!" Four year old Alonzo, holding a stuffed unicorn,

is soon overheard saying, "Jeremy giraffe is in bed! He was naughty at

dinner timer At this point, you can remark to both youngsters, "Maybe

Jeremy and the unicorn can play blocks tomorrow!" By introducing new ideas

indirectly, you guide them to extend and discover patterns and sequences in

their own play. In addition, the children hear and observe novel uses of

familiar objects, resulting in vocabulary, language and creativity advances.

In parallel play, representational toys, which maximize the play mate

rials category--dressup clothing, dolls and vehicle toys--are ideal. These

toys quickly spark imagination of the parallel players because they have

functional uses which can be easily modeled. Whenever possible, purchasing

at least two similar or identical sets of each toy assists children in the

development of parallel play. Children in parallel play can use the same

type of object which contributes to their play as their needs arise.

Boundaries, the fourth strategy for parallel play, are more flexible than

those of solitary play. Parallel players do interact freely with one

another. And, even though they more commonly interact "at one another,"

they move independently in and out of these routines. The "roles played"

strategy in parallel play proceeds best when the adult follows the child's

lead in player assignments. Children of similar interests and ages can

facilitate each other's parallel play and role assignments.
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Associative and Cooperative Play. Both in the center and home you can establish

a background rich in opportunities for dramatic and sociodramatic play.

Dramatic and sociodramatic play involves elements of both make-believe and

imitation. Adult explanations, direct guidance and cooperation assume larger

roles in these than with the other types or social play. For example,

compared with other play stages, you can, in associative and cooperative

play:. (a) explain your reasons for actions; (b) break down complex actions

into simple units of action; (c) answer child's questions concerning

play choices; and, (d) directly guide and model desirable play patterns.

Additionally, describing wishes, future and past events and reading and

discussing stories with the child are additional tools of dramatic and

sociodramatic play. In using the first intervention the strategy of time

and space, special places and times allotted for play welcome the children to

play situations. Time and space set the stage lor actions as well. The

amount of time and space used in associative and cooperative play increases

as compared with other types of play. These greater amounts of space and time

are needed for children to use a variety of play actions, try out novel

activities and go into greater depth and more detailed elaboration of their

play.

Adult guidance, the second intervention strategy, provides for enhancing

child's play and his repertorie of play actions. For example, encouraging

positive social relationships will favorably influence the child's coopera-

tion with peers in play. Guiding the child to play with different children

and reinforcing the positive behaviors increases the child's social readi-

ness and ability. Your verbal comments encourage the child to handle the

objects imitatively during the playtime. Dramatic and sociodramatic play

are stimulated by using suggestions, such as, "See the cars, trains, and

btildings: Perhaps you and Heather could play 'big city' with them:" and,
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"Look at the pretty new dell: Go and see if Elizabeth and Adam will help

you to rock and feed her!" Speech, the central tool in dramatic and socio-

dramatic play, becomes a handy substitute for elements which the child

wishes to include in the play. Through guidance using modeling, the adult

enhances and stimulates the child's role-taking ability. For example, you

might say, "Peter, let's pretend that the table is a bus. We'll crawl under-

neath it and take a trip to the dairy farm:" With these suggestions, the

props and scenery become alive and are real to the players. The adult

communicates enthusiasm and acceptar,ce both verbally and nonverbally through-

out the sequence. Using the strategies of nodding, exciting clapping,

stooping to the children's level, interjecting comments, questions, and

suggestions, and acting as a play episode participant, the adult joins in

the fun.

The third strategy is play materials. In order for children to engage

in dramatic and sociodramatic play they need varied toys and play materials.

For example, cardboard squares, foil stars, empty paper towel rolls, empty

shoe boxes, and crayons can all be used by youngsters in their sociodramatic

play. With these materials, Philip, Sonya, Nancy, Carrie, and John, for

example, begin to play "mailman:" They say, "Who will be our mail carrier?

We'll need a dog that barks!" They plan the roles and use the materials

and carry out the enactments of the "mailman." Each child interacts,

converses, and moves according to roles. Body contact with other socio-

dramatic players as well as physical arrangement of the props and objects

enables them to nonverbally communicate. Resultant social growth, language

development and event sequencing are the rewards of using varied play

materials in dramatic and sociodramatic play.

Boundaries in dramatic and sociodramatic play begin to change and are

more flexible thin at other stages of play. Rather than constructing

between themselves and their play, the children welcome involvement and
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participation from other youngsters. By merely suggesting that they want

to play in a sociodramatic play episode, additional youngsters are included

for the contributions that they can make to the group.

In using the strategy of roles in dramatic and sociodramatic play, the

youngster includes great detail. As the children elaborate and completely

describe the characters, they make their dramatic and sociodramatic play

routines lively. With play at this level, the youngsters can rotate roles

and enact the same episode over and over again. With each enactment of the

same episode, the roles, play materials, and outcomes of the play episode

differ markedly. Role changes coincide with, and facilitate, the youngsters

developmental needs and interests.

In sum, whether children are playing in onlooker, solitary, and parallel

fashion or whether the play is associative or cooperative, your role in the

play is paramount. The adult in the center or the home is truly one of the

child's most influential play and learning motivators. A role, so filled

with potential, must not be considered lightly.

14
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